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Headstock Yes

Tuners No
Original 56 reissue comes with tuner-bushings. This one has tuner nuts - maybe
have been replaced at a certain time or made at the custom shop.

Nut Not enough info (pics not sufficient)
Fretboard Yes
Frets Yes
Body Yes
Bridge Yes * pics not sufficient - need photo of backside of disassembled bridge
Tailpiece Yes * pics not sufficient - need photo of backside of disassembled tailpiece
Saddle (acoustic)
Bridge pins (acoustic)

Serial Number No *
6 0577 - Number usually printed in black - maybe printed due to dark paint on
headstock. Also - Number printed exceptionally low and too close to the tuners

Papers No Pic

Pickups Yes *
Original 56 reissues come with P-90.  However, it looks like these humbuckers
are not a replacement but originals.

Potentiometer Yes
Pickup selector switch No Pic
Input jack No Pic
Truss rod cavity No Pic

Missing "Finger cutters" (knob pointers)

Serial number indices a Gibson Les Paul Delux from 2000 or 2010 or 2020. Generic plastic switchplate cover indicates production
prior to 2011/2012. There are too many odd elements as mentioned in the report. Buttom line - insufficient data to determine the
guitar authenticity with a high degree of certainty.

All Guitars Original yes/no Comments (if "no")

Electric/Bass Original yes/no Comments (if "no")

Other

Summary

Knob pointers

Disclaimer: When you place your order with TrueRelic, you are hiring us to evaluate the overall condition of the designated guitar, based on what our inspectors can
subjectively observe electronically. TrueRelic inspectors do not physically see or hold the guitar. The TrueRelic service is a virtual inspection of all reasonably
accessible items only, and some problems may not be observable during the inspection. The TrueRelic inspector is solely relying on videos, images, and written
electronic information. As some guitar defects and issues can only be found by physically inspecting the guitar, we do recommend to complement the TrueRelic
inspection with a physical one by a local luthier.


